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“Dad’s Mag” first to celebrate Father’s with “Little Girl!”

Interactive Dad Magazine says that the “Dad Daughter relationship is something 
to sing about!”  E. Walter Smith and 16 year old Star Search Finalist, Tatiana 
McConnico,  celebrate Father's Day.
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Interactive Dad Magazine (http://www.interactivedadmagazine.com ) the premier source 
of information for fathers on issues relating to family and finance and an advocate for 
today’s dads who struggle to balance fatherhood and career, is the first publication to 
feature the song, “Little Girl,” written and recorded by E. Walter Smith featuring Star 
Search finalist 16 year old Tatiana McConnico.   

“I was excited when I heard that Interactive Dad Magazine was going to do an article 
about the song,” says E. Walter Smith.    “My father could have been the poster kid for 
this publication!   From the time that I was born, to the “Good Luck” emails that he sends 
before my shows, Dad has practiced what this magazine promotes with me, my brother 
and sister and a lot of other kids now living all over the world. “

Interactive DAD Interactive Dad Magazine is owned and operated by Selig Media, LLC 
in Tampa, Florida and is only  available online.   As Father’s Day approaches they will be 
a ready resource for those fathers that are looking for ways to recommit to their roles 
and for those that are looking for new ways to make a difference in the lives of their 
families.    

“When I wrote ‘Little Girl,’ I was simply celebrating the relationship that my dad had with 
my sister and the one that I had with my God-daughter,” says Smith.    “It’s amazing that 
Interactive Dad Magazine thinks that the message of my song is something that is 
worthy for its readers.   Hopefully, it will help them to have a great Father’s Day!”  

Subscriptions and use of the Interactive Dad Magazine are FREE.    To get a FREE 
download of the song, “Little Girl,” go to http://www.TheLittleGirlSong.com

### 

Click here for your sneak preview. (It might take a few 
seconds to load after you see “Done.”   Their site has a lot of graphics)
http://www.interactivedadmagazine.com/absolutenm/templates/?a=1094&z=6


